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spotlight on . . . bitter
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hough bitterness has long suffered from connotations with unpalatable food and equally 
unsavory word associations, in food it can spark the appetite, balance fatty, rich or smoky 
flavors, and add depth and interest to the plate. 

 “There’s that natural aversion to bitterness, so people often view it as a negative or something to 
get rid of,” says Jennifer McLagan, chef and author of Bitter: A Taste of the World’s Most Dangerous 
Flavor, with Recipes (Ten Speed Press, 2014). “But just as fat has that mouth-coating, unctuous thing, 
bitter sparks the appetite, gets the gastric juices flowing and makes things more digestible. A little bit 
of bitterness on the plate will make you pay attention to what you’re eating.”
 The instinct to grimace when bitter food hits the tongue stems from an innate defense that warns 
against toxic foods. But as we age, we lose taste buds, dulling our palates and making bitterness 
more enjoyable—hence, why McLagan dubs it a uniquely “adult” flavor. Our palates can also be 
trained to appreciate bitterness over time, which is why people who like to eat and drink are often 
more at ease with it (and why someone who starts drinking coffee for the caffeine may eventually 
crave its bitter flavor). 
 It helps that bitter is trending up in restaurants. London-based market analyst firm Technomic 
found that the term has increased on menus 14.4% in a year-over-year comparison. On food menus, 
arugula is up 5.8%, cauliflower, 1.6%, and bitter melon, 2.9%. On beverage menus, IPAs are up 
27.8%, coffee, 1.4%, and cocktail bitters, 21.6%.
 Indeed, some of the most exciting uses of bitter ingredients began in the cocktail world. 
Technomic senior coordinator of editorial content and U.K. analyst Rachel Royster says the craft 
cocktail movement helped spark a shift away from super-sweet to more-complex concoctions 
where bitter ingredients feature prominently. 
 “Adult beverages are featuring a lot of bitter flavors—even showcasing bitters, especially house-
made bitters or artisanal bitters,” she says. “And the classic cocktail renaissance is diving deep into 
lesser-known and European cocktails that include bitter liqueurs like Fernet-Branca and Campari.”

What’s bitter?
 The range of bitter ingredients is wide and can spark debate—from subtly bitter, like some 
olive oils and celery leaves, to the more pungent arugula and peppery horseradish to herbaceously 
polarizing Fernet-Branca and almost forbiddingly potent bitter melon. While researching bitter 
ingredients to include in her book, McLagan was surprised to learn what those in the food industry 
considered bitter. Among the more shocking responses, she says, were what most would call sour—
sorrel and pickled onions, along with cucumber, eggplant and even Camembert cheese. 

{  b i t t e r  }
Taming that oft-misunderstood, 

distinctly adult flavor
By Maggie Hennessy
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opposite: this savory jelly from 
mildly bitter wheat beer, sugar, salt 
and lemon pairs well with fatty smoked 
fish or cheese and pickles, or can 
provide a surprising palate cleanser 
between dishes. 
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 Some chefs consider kale to be bitter, such as Michael Armstrong, 
chef at Bodega Negra, New York, who says it provides a gateway 
to more pungent chicory or mustard greens. Others, such as Jehangir 
Mehta, executive chef/owner of New York’s Graffiti, Mehtaphor 
and Me & You, don’t. “When you think on the continuum of 
radicchios and mescluns, I don’t find kale bitter,” he says. 
 So, what makes bitter so contentious? Food scientists say it’s 
often confused with sour, for one, because both trigger a negative 
reaction in large doses, McLagan says. But while only acidity  
signals sour, thousands of different compounds in foods can elicit a 
bitter response. Moreover, we don’t just discern bitterness through 
taste. Smell, temperature, color, texture and how food feels in our 
mouths can all send bitter messages to the brain.
 “We can all agree that certain things are salty, sweet, sour, 
spicy or umami, but bitter is more complex and subjective—
and everyone has a different threshold,” McLagan says. 

Don’t miss it till it’s not there
 For most chefs, bitter ingredients provide balance. At Italian-
inspired Tulio in Seattle, executive chef Walter Pisano likes to pair 
the rich, buttery flavors of roasted black cod with a pungent salad 
of grilled radicchio or escarole. And he almost never menus steak 
without a pile of arugula, calling it a “match made in heaven” for 
richly marbled red meat. He also pairs ribbons of Treviso with 
creamy Burrata, grilled stone fruit and arugula in a textural fall 
salad. But he’s selective with the olive oil and acid. 
 “It’s important not to use spicy, peppery olive oil with bitter 
greens. You need something smooth and buttery,” he says. “You 

also have to be careful with acid. As we get into winter, we’ll have 
Meyer lemons and blood oranges, which lend some sweetness 
that’s great with bitter greens.” 
 At Bodega Negra, Armstrong uses bitterness as a balancing 
component in his Mexican-inspired dishes—flavoring moles and 
salsas with inherently bitter herbs such as oregano and epazote 
or bitter chocolate. He also uses methods such as charring or 
grilling to either mellow out or enhance bitterness. 
 “Grilling kale has a unique way of enhancing the bitterness 
but also bringing out a bit of sweetness,” he says. The charred, 
softened leaves are tucked into corn tortillas with mushrooms, rajas, 
Oaxacan cheese and pico de gallo in a top-selling vegetarian taco. 
He also uses mildly acrid charred and smoky chilies and toasted 
seeds to add bitterness to dishes. 
 At Asian-inspired Graffiti, Mehta frequently uses bitter ingredi-
ents to balance and augment other flavors. He pairs bittersweet 
grapefruit confit with rich, spicy pork dumplings, blanching the 
skins four to six times until the bitterness is nearly gone, then, 
cooking them down with sugar and chopping them into a coarse, 
fragrant jam. He crushes mildly bitter hay-like fenugreek leaves to 
use as an earthy building-block flavor for braised lentils, and he often 
adds bitter gourd to eggplant dishes to enhance its mild bitterness.

A penchant for sweet
 Unlike cultures that have long embraced their bitter aperitifs 
and prickly greens, the U.S. has historically shown a preference 
for sweetness, to the point where certain inherently bitter crops, 
from grapefruit to Boston lettuce, have been bred to be sweeter 
over time, McLagan notes. 
 “I think our society has been built on a sweeter palate,” 
Mehta says. “It has nothing to do with encouraging it. It’s just 
that even in regular foods we eat every day, like cereal or snack 
bars, there is so much sugar.”

left to right: at tulio, smoky grilled escarole adds depth to whole branzino with 
sweet caramelized cipollini onions and tart grilled lemon; and rib-eye steak with a 
pile of peppery, bitter arugula is a match made in heaven, says chef walter pisano.
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 It’s also hard to talk about bitterness when the term itself 
evokes negative emotions. Do pungent cardoons seem harsh or 
offensive? Some chefs using bitter ingredients as a balancing or 
background note leave them off menus altogether.  
 “We are always hesitant to say ‘bitter green.’” We may say 
‘chicory’ or ‘Italian chicory,’ and use terms like ‘a bite,’” Pisano says. 
“Once you say bitter, people often think back to things like medicine, 
which was always bitter and horrible. So it’s a fine line, especially 
because I don’t like wordy menu descriptions. If we do talk about 
bitterness, we add some other component to the description.”

Don’t fear the pith
 McLagan says that this “emotional, visceral dislike of bitter” is 
best overcome through exposure. That means taking small culinary 
risks, such as leaving the bitter, nutritious skin on the walnuts in a 
mustardy “revisited” Waldorf salad with leafy celery stalks, apples 
and parsley, or keeping some of the oft-discarded pith intact when 
zesting citrus to offset the richness of beef stew. “We’re taught to 
avoid the ‘scary’ bitter pith, but that’s the most interesting part,” 
McLagan says. 
 She also challenges chefs to look beyond already-comfortable 
bitter pairings, using coffee elsewhere besides dessert or trying beer 
jelly with savory dishes. Coffee can deglaze a pan of drippings from 
pork chops in place of wine. Or fragrant, bitter coffee and cardamom 
sauce can coax surprising sweet notes out of pan-fried sweetbreads.  
Decadent bone marrow toast similarly becomes sweeter with a 
few mouth-puckering shavings of fresh horseradish root. And a 
cube or two of savory wheat beer-based jelly pairs beautifully with 
everything from fatty smoked fish or sausage to beer-poached 
shrimp or country ham.
 Embracing bitterness also goes beyond just taste, as many 
factors—from diners’ cultural backgrounds to the color of food, 
shape of the plate, and music and lighting—can impact an eat-
ing experience, McLagan says. Studies have shown that Western 
cultures tend to associate sweet foods with soft, rounded shapes 
and bitter with sharp-edged designs, “so chefs might try putting 
bitter green salads on round plates,” she says. Similarly, research 
linking the color red to sweetness in our culture may mean more 
chefs should reach for the radicchio in salads and pastas. 
 “Chefs are occupied, and I am too, with how things taste,” 
McLagan says. “We need to expand how we think about taste and 
flavor, and realize that it’s as much about how we process it in our 
brains as what’s on the plate. History, cultural experience, how each 
of your senses responds to food and how it feels in your mouth—all 
those things play a part, and that gets totally overlooked.” 

MAGGie HeNNeSSy iS A CHiCAGO-BASeD FOOD/DRiNK WRiTeR AND CHeF WiTH A BACKGROUND 
iN BUSiNeSS WRiTiNG AND MORe THAN eiGHT yeARS’ exPeRieNCe AS A jOURNALiST AND eDiTOR 
COveRiNG THe FOOD/ReSTAURANT iNDUSTRieS. viSiT HeR WeBSiTe AT WWW.MAGGieHeNNeSSy.COM.

top: bitter liquors such as aperol and campari are beloved in italy, both to 
jumpstart the appetite and help digest a rich meal. tulio’s take on the bitter yet 
bright Negroni blends amaro Nonino and Campari with Tanqueray No. 10 gin, 
fortified barolo chinato and grapefruit peel. MiDDle: verdant, mildly bitter kale 
gets charred for added sweetness in bodega negra’s top-selling veggie tacos. 
bottoM: in this Moroccan-style tagine, cardoons balance the fattiness of the beef 
and lend their bitterness to the savory lemon/cumin-laced sauce.
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